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Steak and Kidney Pie
Alex’s Favourite
Rump Steak
Ox Kidney
Suet Crust
Pastry
Seasoned Flour
Brown Stock or
Beer
Chestnut
Mushrooms
(or Oysters)
Medium onion
Beaten Egg.

Once considered a national dish of England
the baked suet pastry gives a crisp golden
crust on top, while remaining quivering and
translucent below: it combines the best part
of a boiled pudding with that of a traditional baked pie. Married to the savoury combination of steak and kidney you are in for a
rare treat.
If you are feeling particularly authentic, or
simply very flush, you can replace the mushrooms with the more traditional oysters;
which were commonly used before the
depletion of the oyster beds at the end of
the nineteenth century.
Trim the steak of all skin and excess fat and
cut it into slices about 5mm thick by 25mm
wide and 80mm long. Flatten each slice by
beating it with a rolling pin. Now prepare the
kidneys. Skin and core them - this can be a
little bit fiddly but persevere. Now dice them.
As a side note kidney really isn't the best
thing to be preparing with a hangover. The
pungent savoury aroma of raw kidney seems
to have an almost instant impact on a hangover stomach which is less than pleasant.
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Role the pieces of steak in seasoned flower and wrap
them each round a piece of kidney. Now lay out half of
these little roles in the bottom of your pie dish, add the
mushrooms and then the final layer of meat. Pour your
stock over this so that it's just below the level of the meat.
Finally fry off the onions in a knob of butter until they
are translucent and beginning to tinge golden brown at
the edges. About 10 minutes should do it.
Role out your suet crust to a thickness of about 10mm,
lay this over the pie dish. You may want to use a little beaten egg to stick it to the edges of the dish. Using the point
of a knife make a couple of holes in the centre of the lid
to allow steam to escape. Finally give the crust a wash of
beaten egg and pop it into the oven for an hour and a half.
Serve with mashed potatoes, seasonal veg and a warm
slightly xenophobic feeling of joy that you could have
been born a Frenchman, but weren’t.
Notes:
If wrapping the kidney's in the steak seems a little too
precious for such an honest and simple pie you can just
dice all the ingredients and use them that way.
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A Pigeon-Pye
Hannah Glasse
Pigeon Breast
or Whole Pigeon
Cleaned and
Plucked
Butter
Salt and Pepper
Yolk of Hard
Boiled Egg
Rump Steak
3 Rashers of
Smoked Bacon
(optional)
Chicken Stock or
Water.
Puff Pastry
Crust

Traditionally the pigeon's feet were left protruding from the piecrust. This practice died
out during the more prudish nineteenth
century and it would be a rare diner who
today would notice their absence. The following is taken from Hannah Glasses's The
Art Of Cooking.
Make a Puff-paste Crust, cover your Dish, let
your Pigeons be very nicely picked and
cleaned, season them with Pepper and Salt,
and put a good Piece of fine Butter with
Pepper and Salt in the Bellies; lay them in
your Pan, the Necks, Gizards, Livers, and
Pinions, and Hearts lay between, with the
Yolk of a hard Egg, a Beef-stake in the
Middle; put as much Water as will almost fill
the Dish, lay on the Top-Crust, and bake
well. This is the beft Way to make a Pigeonpye; but the French fill the Pigeons with a very
high Force-meat, and lay Force-meat round
the Inside with Ball, Asparagus-tops,
and Artichoke-bottoms, and Mushrooms,
Truffles and Morells, and season high; but
this is according to different Palates.
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Notes:
I have found that the culinary advantage of using whole
pigeons is greatly outweighed by the fiddlyness of the
small bones. You can replace the whole birds with just the
breast to no ill effect - though it is advisable to use stock
instead of water if this is the case. Some also add smoked
bacon to the pie.
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Double Crust-Pye
Traditional Yorkshire
I large Onion
Garlic Salt
Bay Leaf
Rump Steak
6 Small Chicken
Quarters Boned
6 Rashers Green
Bacon.
Salt and Pepper
Mushroom
Thick Brown
Stock
Puff Pastry Suet
Pastry

Suet of puff pastry crust? With this glorious
pie you can have your pie and eat it. It is also
notable for solving a long standing conundrum - why do you get recipes mixing all
types of game, meat and fowl but never beef
and chicken? Thankfully, for anyone that has
sampled this offing, the good people of
Yorkshire saw the potential and happily
mixed these otherwise chary companions.
Put into your Dish onion, Garlic Salt, and
Bay Leaf. Lay in the sliced steak, arrange the
boned chicken quarters on top. Season well.
Pack in the Bacon and Mushrooms, and fill
up the dish with thick brown stock. Cover
with a thin suet crust, cover closely with foil
and bake for 1 hour 45 mins. When the pie is
good cut the suet crust into squares and push
them down between the meat. Heat the rest
of the stock and pour into the dish. Now
cover the dish with a Puff-Pastry crust and
return to the oven until the crust is golden
brown.
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A Goose-Pye
Hannah Glasse
Boned Goose
Boned Small
Chicken
Salted Tongue
Mace
Salt and Pepper
Butter
Salt and Pepper
Hot water Paste
for the Crust.

There is a rather showy practice of stuffing
several boned fowls inside one another
before roasting the whole. For those who
have enjoyed this undoubtedly impressive
offering there is a tendency to feel the effort
of the stuffing is somewhat out of proportion to the rather dry and somewhat overcooked exterior which is the price one pays
to cook the whole thoroughly. This eighteenth century variation allays some of the
drying tendency by putting the whole into
pastry. A very splendid dish indeed.
Raise your Crust juft big enough to hold a
large Goose; First have a pickled dried
Tongue, boiled tender enough to peel, cut off
the Root, bone a Goose, and a large Fowl;
Take half a Quarter of an Ounce of Mace
and beat fine, a large Tea Spoon of beaten
Pepper, three Tea Spoonfuls of Salt, mix all
together, season your Fowl and Goose with
it, then lay the Fowl in the Goose, and the
Tongue in the Fowl, and the Goose in the
fame Form as if whole. Put half a Pound of
Butter on the Top, and lay on the Lid. This
Pye is delicious, either hot or cold.
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Sweet Lamb or Veal Pye
Hannah Glasse
For the Filling:
Lamb or Veal
Cloves, Mace,
Nutmeg, Salt
and Pepper to
taste
Stoned Raisins
and Currents
Sugar
Sweet Force
Meet Balls
Artichoke
Bottoms
Waxy Potatoes
Candid Citron
and Orange
Butter
Candid Citron
and Orange

I have been bombarded with requests, from
nameless friends and members of the company, to include recipes for sweet as well as
savoury pies. Bowing down to this overwhelming moral pressure I here include an
Eighteenth century recipe for Sweet Lamb or
Veal Pie - for the reader who's sweet tooth
remains unsatisfied by this offering may be
reassured that our next recipe book will take
Sweet Pies and Puddings as its subject.
Season your Lamb with Salt, Pepper, Cloves,
Mace and Nutmeg, all beat fine, to your
Palate. Cut your Lamb, or Veal, into little
Pieces, make a good Puff-paste Crust, lay it
into your Dish, then lay in your Meat, strew
on it some stoned Raisins and Currants clean
washed, and some Sugar; then lay on it some
Forced-meat Balls made sweet, and in the
Summer some Artichoke-bottoms boiled,
and scalded Grapes in Winter. Boil Spanish
Potatoes cut in Pieces, candied Citron, candied Orange, and Lemon-peel, and three or
four large Blades of Mace; put Butter on the
Top, close up you Pye, and bake it. Have
ready against it comes out of the Oven a
Caudle made thus: Take a Pint of White
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For the Sauce:
Pint White Wine
Yolk of Three
Eggs
Sugar

Wine, and mix in the Yolks of three Eggs,
stir it well together over the Fire, one way, all
the time till it is thick; then take it off, stir in
Sugar enough to sweeten it, and Squeeze in
the Juice of a Lemon; pour it hot into your
Pye, and close it up again. Send hot to Table.
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Tourtière from St-Jovite
Rhiannon Armstrong
For the Filling:
500g Fresh
minced pork
taken from the
rear
Large onion,
finely chopped
125ml
breadcrumbs
one clove garlic,
chopped
salt, pepper,
and a pinch of
nutmeg
short crust
pastry

Q: “Why do the Quebecois consider themselves European?”
A: “They order their Big Macs in
French.”
I laughed when I first heard that joke - told
to me by a particularly biased Anglophone
Canandian, but I also suspected it was
slightly unfair: and just to prove it Rhiannon
has provided us with a truly authentic
Quebecois offering. Enjoy!
Put the pork, garlic and onion in a saucepan;
season; cover and leave to cook over a medium heat for 60-90 minutes until the water
has completely evaporated - if not then
drain.
Next separate the meat with a fork; add the
breadcrumbs; leave to cool - should be left to
go entirely cold to minimise chances of the
pastry base going soft during cooking.
Roll out the larger pastry ball and put into
the base of a medium deep pie dish, ensuring you cover the sides with some to spare;
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pierce the bottom in several places with a fork; spread the filling evenly inside with help of a spatula. Roll out the remaining pastry ball and cover the pie with it; fasten the top and bottom well by pinching them together; roll a small piece of aluminium foil around your finger and stick it in the middle of
the pie as a kind of chimney. Finally paint the top of the pie
with a mixture of egg and milk; cook at 180 celsius/350 farenheit for around 20 minutes until the pastry is golden.
Serve with a tomato relish or ketchup.
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Melton Mowbray Pork Pie
Traditional Yorkshire
Stock:
Pork or Veal
bones
Onion
Sage, bay, marjoram, tyme
Salt and pepper
Filling:
Pork form leg
and shoulder
(two-thirds lean
and one-third
fat)
Salt and Pepper
Sage
Anchovy essence
Hot-water crust
Milk
Egg

A good pork pie, some mustard and a
scotch egg - the perfect pub lunch. Not the
simplest pie for the novice chef, but the
rewards are well worth the effort. The
hardest thing is getting the texture of the
meat filling right. This is based on a recipe
I found in an old book of English Cottage
Cookery.
Begin by making the stock. Put your bones
to boil with onion, herbs, salt and pepper.
Boil for 2 hours reducing the stock by half.
When cool skim off all the fat and taste for
seasoning. The stock should gel when cool.
For the filling: dice the pork fine, about
5mm square. Do not mince the meat as the
texture will not be the same. Combine the
pork, salt, pepper, sage and anchovy
essence.
Raise your crust using a well greased cake
tin or pie mould about 18 cm in diameter.
When it is quite cold bake at a high
temperature for 20 minutes or until the
pastry is set and beginning to brown.
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Remove the pie case from the oven and remove the mould.
Fill with the meat, add a lid and crimp the corners. Make a
hole in the centre for the steam to escape. Bake for 1 hours
45 mins in a moderate oven, you may need to cover in foil
if it begins to brown too quickly. To glaze the pie remove 10
minutes before it is done and brush the top with beaten egg.
When the pie is cooked let it stand for 15 minute. Reheat the
jellied stock until it has just melted. Pour as much stock as
the pie will hold through the hole in the top of the crust
using a small funnel. Allow to cool.
Serve with a dollop of English mustard and a pint of good
London Porter.
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Short Crust Pastry

Hot - Water Crust Pastry

100g fat
150g plain flour
1/2 teaspoon salt
125 ml cold water

225g plain flour
half a teaspoon salt
50g lard
125ml liquid (equal quantities milk and water)

Rub the fat into the flour; add
salt; pour all the cold water in;
mix carefully; refrigerate in a
ball for 2 hours before use.

Warm the pastry board, bowl,
wooden spoon, and mould you
intend to use. Sieve the dry
ingredients into warmed bowlcreating a well in the middle.
Put the fat and liquid into a pan
and bring to the boil, then pour
at once into the flour well. Mix
rapidly with a wooded spoon
into a soft, elastic dough. The
pastry is now ready to be used.

Suet Crust Pastry
225g plain flour
half a teaspoon salt
2 level teaspoons baking
powder
125g shredded suet.
100/125 ml cold water
Sift the dry ingredients into a
bowl. Mix in the suet. Make a
well in the centre and gradually
mix in the water with a knife
until the dough is soft and will
come away from the sides of
the bowl leaving it clean. Now
turn out the dough and kneed it
gently until it is free from
cracks. The dough is now ready
to use as directed.
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